
EIDFJORD BYGDAHEIM



TASK

With the wish to make a good place for old to live, 

the project is inspired by Florence Nightingale's book 

Notes on Nursing (1859). At a time when medicine has 

reached a high status for its technical skills and ability 

to cure, nursing homes have learned from hospitals 

when they have been built, resulting in clinical and 

institutionalized homes. Nightingale's theories can 

remind us of the unchanging basic human needs that 

exists regardless of the advances of medicine. She 

defines nursing as an act of putting the patient in the 

best condition for nature to act upon him; the project 

seeks to do the same. By studying spatial qualities 

in connection to the qualities of the place, the project 

endeavours to respond architecturally to Nightingale's 

hints. 



Excerpt from chapter 3. Dependence, p. 57 - 58

The project is informed by the book Being Mortal by Atul Gawande. This is 
an excerpt from the book, regarding the pattern of how modern society has 
dealt with old age. It can help us understand how the history has formed 
today’s nursing homes.

Informed by Being Mortal



A monastery: A complex of buildings comprising 
the domestic quarters and workplaces of 
monastics, monks or nuns.

Bygdaheimen: A complex of buildings comprising 
domestic units and functions and workplaces of 
elderly, functionaries and their families

Inspired by monastries





Hospital Hotel-Dieu, Beaune

”While the body decayed one sought to strenghten the soul”

The hospital concidered it as more significant to care for the well 
being of the soul than the body. This was expressed by the sacred 
character of the building. The limbs could even take part of the 
holy mass from their beds, and enjoy the blessing. Even on their 
deathbed, they had the certitude of God's comforting precence. (...) 
While the body decayed, one sought to strenghten the soul and 
thereby prepare the sick for the life after death.

             Irgens, De fattige Christi lemmer



St. Jørgen Hospital, Bergen





Amsterdam Orphanage, Aldo van Eyck



Kingo Houses, Jørn Utzon



JOSABETH SJOBERG

-depictions of a borgeois widow house in Stockholm, in the 19th 
century



SPACIAL QUALITIES (from the prediploma)

Sizes and distribution of units and spaces and zones

How to solve the private and social zones and transitions 
between

Implementation of care for plants and animals in the 
spatial planning 

Relationship between climatized and unclimatized 
spaces 

Faciliating for outdoor use

Relationship to the close and the peripheral environment

How natural light is let into the different spaces

Views from the rooms

Materiality according to atmosphere and cleanliness

Variations
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Eidfjord Bygdaheim should provide architecture for relations in different levels, 
where each level plays along with the surrounding landscape. 

Level 1: THE PERSONAL SPACE
The space between the brick walls allows each one to be in quiet with their own 
thoughts and the big landscape.

Level 2: THE HOUSE

The house consists of the personal spaces (A), the living rooms (B) and the function 
rooms (C). 

The living rooms (B) are continuations of each personal space and simulantenously 
they constitutes one large common space where the individuals meet. The common 
key goals crosses the living rooms: The view towards the landscape and village in 
the east and the fire place in the west. The large openings north and south frames 
the suns movement through the day. The coloured plywood walls which differs from 
room to room, and subtly divides the rooms, constitutes the close foreground of the 
blue remote mountains. In each living room, each resident is invited to furnish with 
their personal things. The walls are for them to hang up their paintings, wall clock or 
a weaved blanket, and the floor to put up the coffee table, rocking chair or the bed 
for their pet. Any individual belongings can be placed in the living room as a way to 
inhabit the house 

The function rooms (C) covers the domestic needs of the house: Kitchen, laundry, 
storage and so. These are the bases of the workers in the house. By being directly 
and openly connected to the living rooms, the residents are exposed to the domestic 
activities which they are parts of. The function rooms nurtures the life in the house 
with the practical functions, including the workers. Also, they nurtures the house life 
by connecting it to the next level of relations.



Level 3: THE MICRO VILLAGE

The micro village consists of the houses (A), the gardens (B) and the function 
houses (C)

The gardens (B) are continuations of each house and simulantenously they 
constitutes one large common garden for the four houses. The common key goals 
crosses the four gardens: The view towards the landscape and village in the east 
and the chapel in the west. The enclosing complex of houses frames the unbroken 
daylight, until the sun it is broken by Øktarnuten. The fruit trees with changing 
coloures, which differs from garden to garden, constitutes the close foreground 
of the remote blue mountains. In each garden, each household furnish with their 
domestic belongings. The zone outside the laundry room is for them to hang up 
their sheets to dry and the one outside the kitchen for a herb garden or hens house. 
Any relevant belongings of the house can be placed in the garden as way to inhabit 
the micro village. 

The function houses (C) covers the practical and social needs of Eidfjord 
Bygdaheim as a micro village: Hairdresser, doctor, bakery and so. Included in these 
are also the houses for the workers at Bygdaheimen and their families. By being 
directly and openly connected to the gardens, the households are exposed to the 
communal life which they are parts of. The function houses nurtures the life in 
Bygdaheimen with the cultural, sosial and practical functions, including the workers 
and their families. Also, they nurtures the life in Bygdaheimen by connecting it to the 
next level of relations.





Distribution 
-of the worker’s houses with their families and their work places.







A medium worker’s house



A house for the old



NIGHTINGALE’S HINTS & SJOBERGS DEPICTIONS



VIEW IN EIDFJORD



View from the personal space



  The building  
framing the nature as chan-
ging images. The remote blue 
mountains and fjord seen from 
the personal space. The village 
and Simadalsfjorden from the 
common hall. The close fruit 
trees in the garden. Continuo-
usly changing through cyclu-
ses.



LIGHT



LIGHT IN BYGDAHEIMEN

The calm light in the personal space, the 
morning sun entring into the east window 
in the living room hall. The garden filled 
by the sun from south, interrupted by the 
shadows from the trees. The last evening 
sun before it hides behind Øktarnuten. The 
building as a symmetrical construction, 
framing the continously changing light. 



Day light in the living rooms



Morning light



MANUAL LABOUR





MANUAL LABOUR IN BYGDAHEIMEN

Help folding the clothes 
outside the laundry. look for 
the plants in the garden room. 
Baking in the bakery, pick 
raspberries in the garden, 
watch the children from the 
kitchen window. 



THE PERSONS



VARIETY


